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Background and aim: Toll-like receptor 4(TLR4) is involved in controlling neuroplasticity of both enteric and central nervous 
systems (ENS, CNS). Our aim was to investigate the role of TLR4in the neuroglial rearrangements of ENS and CNS in a mouse 
model of high-fat diet-induced obesity.

Methods: TLR4-/- (N=16) and wild-type (WT; N=16) C57BL/6J male mice (age=6±2weeks) were fed with standard-diet (SD; 
fat: 18% kcal) or high-fat diet (HFD, fat: 60% kcal) for 8-weeks. Ileal longitudinal muscle-myenteric plexus whole-mounts and 
hippocampus frozen-sections were analyzed to evaluate the distribution of neuronal marker HuC/D, astroglial markers S100β 
and GFAP, and macrophage/microglia marker Iba1.

Results: In the ENS of TLR4-/- mice, SD determined a reduction of the total number of HuC/D+ neurons (-11%, N=4, p<0.05) 
together with increased S100β immunoreactivity (+80%, N=4, p<0.01) and higher number of Iba1+ muscularis macrophages 
(+33%, N=4, p<0.05), with no changes in GFAP+ gliofilament length. In both genotypes, HFD determined a significant 
increase in the total number of myenteric HuC/D+ neurons (+13% in WT and +27% in TLR4-/-, N=4, p<0.05) and enteric 
gliosis together with a marked reduction of Iba-1immunofluorescence (-50% in WT mice, -68% in TLR4-/- mice, N=4, p<0.05).
In the hippocampus of TLR4-/- mice fed with SD, a marked loss of HuC/D+ neurons (-30%, N=4, p<0.01) was accompanied 
with a significant GFAP+ density index enhancement (+27%, N=4, p<0.05) and GFAP+ gliofilament length (+70%, N=4, 
p<0.05) with no difference in S100β density index. In WT hippocampus, HFD caused a marked reduction in the total number 
of HuC/D+ neurons (-34%, N=4, p<0.05) and microglia activation, evidenced by increased Iba1immunofluorescence (+33%, 
N=4, p<0.05).

Conclusions: These findings highlight that TLR4is involved in high-fat diet neuro-glial plasticity in both ENS and CNS.


